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Abstract—Under the background of business globalization nowadays, many organizations are connecting their business processes into complex collaborative business processes to facilitate business collaboration. To adapt to the changing requirements and market opportunities, collaborative business processes have to evolve all the time. Such dynamics brings challenges to the modeling and tracking of collaborative business processes. In addition, these issues can be further complicated by the requirements of privacy protection and information openness in the interorganizational context. Aiming to tackle these problems, this paper proposes a comprehensive framework to model and track dynamic collaborative business processes with our extended relative workflow model. This framework helps each participating organization derive its collaborative business processes and update the processes at run time. A process visibility control mechanism is developed to enforce such derivation and extend organizations’ process perception via process visibility transitivity. The whole framework is formalized with matrices and is theoretically proven to be privacy safe. Corresponding algorithms are developed for generating and tracking collaborative business processes. A prototype is also implemented for the proof-of-concept purpose.

Index Terms—H.4.1.g workflow management, J.7.e process control.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the current business globalization setting, organizations merge their business processes together into an interconnected network for sharing each other’s speciality and seeking business synergy. In this network, organizations can respond to customer requirements and market opportunities faster and provide better service [1]. As this network is subject to the dynamic supply/demand relations between organizations, the participating organizations may join or leave this network at any time. This makes the network constitution and the underlying collaborative business processes highly dynamic [2]–[6]. Such complex collaboration requires organizations to manage not only their own business processes but also the collaboration with partners’ business processes. In addition, the diverse authorities and relationships between organizations result in different views of the same business process [7], [8], and therefore, a good process visibility mechanism is needed to prevent authority and privacy violations. These requirements bring challenges to collaborative business process modeling, execution, and tracking of [9]–[13].

Most traditional workflow monitoring approaches and standards, e.g., Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) Monitor and Audit specifications [14], [15], adhere to a fixed process/workflow model, disregarding the requirements for workflow flexibility or privacy. Most commercial workflow products, such as BEA Weblogic Integration [16] and IBM WebSphere MQ Workflow [17], have no visibility control at all. Some recent research works, e.g., agent-based workflow monitoring [18] and customizable workflow monitoring [19], attempt to improve the flexibility of workflow tracking by increasing user customizability. These works merely support the workflow tracking for process users with different authority levels, but fail to characterize the run-time dynamics of collaborative business processes.

With the aim of supporting the process flexibility and privacy protection, this paper proposes a comprehensive framework for modeling and tracking collaborative business processes. In particular, this framework adopts an organization-oriented perspective to specify the diverse process visibilities of different organizations and establish a process visibility control mechanism. A set of representation matrices and matrix operations are developed to enhance the precision and automation of the process modeling and tracking. In summary, this framework contributes to current collaborative business process management in the following aspects.

1) Privacy protection. Our framework allows each organization to restrict the perception level of its business processes to its partner organizations.

2) Scalable and extensible process structure. The transitivity of process visibility enables organizations to observe the business processes of nonneighboring organizations. Also, a collaborative business process is updated dynamically as it evolves, e.g., whenever an organization interacts with a new partner, the partner’s involved business process(es) will be updated into the collaborative business process.

3) Flexible tracking. According to the changing structure of an evolving collaborative business process, the process tracking dynamically detects the instances of newly involved business processes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work on process modeling and tracking and classical workflow/process view approaches. Section III discusses the requirements for the modeling and tracking of...
collaborative business processes with a motivating example. Section IV presents the framework for steering collaborative business processes with the extended relative workflow model, its operational mechanism, and the instance correspondence issue in tracking. Section V introduces a matrix-based formalization for the proposed framework and the related algorithms for generating and tracking collaborative business processes. A Web-service-based prototype implementation is given in Section VI. Section VII discusses the advantages and limitations of the proposed framework. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper and outlines the direction of future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Process Modeling and Tracking, From Intraorganizational to Interorganizational

In the 1990s, the WfMC established a series of specifications for workflow management. Among them, the Interface 5 specification [15] formally defined the functionalities of workflow tracking and logging for the first time, which was regarded as a milestone of workflow tracking technology development. Subsequently, many commercial workflow management systems emerged, such as Action Technology’s Action Workflow [20], TIBCO’s InConcert [21], DEC’s Object Flow, Hewlett Packard’s Process Manager etc. Most of these workflow management systems integrated the tracking function and used it to monitor the execution status of workflow instances and evaluate their performance. However, these products mainly focused on intraorganizational applications, and their tracking function was limited to local workflow instances.

When entering the business globalization era, business process management evolved to support interorganizational business processes. IBM MQSeries Workflow and its successor WebSphere MQ Workflow [24] were two typical products for interorganizational workflow management, which both deployed message queues to enable the communication between collaborating organizations. As the main component for process tracking, WebSphere Business Integration Monitor provided a series of tools for workflow simulation and performance analysis. Studio Workflow Monitoring of BEA WebLogic Integration [25] supported users to view the execution status and interrupt the execution of workflow instances. Microsoft’s first workflow product, Windows Workflow Foundation [26], supported interorganizational workflows by means of Web service invocations and used the Workflow Tracking Service Database to provide SQL tracking services, which enabled users to view tracking information about workflows and their associated activities.

Most of these workflow management systems concentrated on the communication between heterogeneous systems, while workflow tracking was simply developed as a viewing tool or an analysis tool to handle fixed workflows. Many important issues, such as privacy control, flexible modification, scalability, etc., were neglected or insufficiently considered by these products [27].

The mentioned limitations were mainly caused by the “public-view” nature of these products. In this public-view perspective, all organizations see the same content of a collaborative business process. In addition, a collaborative business process is often defined by a third-party designer or a main contractor (focal organization) of a virtual organization alliance. This public-view modeling scheme works well with the assumption that such third-party designer or main contractor exists and that it can see certain details of all participating organizations. However, this assumption clearly does not apply in many practical cases. The public view neutralizes the diverse partnerships and authorities of participating organizations [28]. Consequently, the public-view perspective fails to distinguish the process perceptions of different organizations and lacks effective mechanisms for protecting organizations’ business privacy. In this perspective, each participating organization follows the same prefixed collaborative business process to conduct the collaboration. Due to the consistency requirements [29], [30], the prefixed process is hard to change, and consequently, the public-view modeling scheme has a difficulty in capturing the dynamics of collaborative business processes [31] and supporting the collaboration flexibility.

B. Workflow View Research

To support workflow privacy and interoperability, many researchers attempted to apply the workflow/process-view technology in the interorganizational collaboration environment. A workflow view carries a partial representation of the real workflow process and thereby enables the process visibility control for workflow representation. Schulz and Orlowska [32] proposed coalition workflows to combine private workflows and workflow views together for improving workflow interoperability. Issam et al. [33] extracted an abstract workflow view to describe the choreography of a collaboration scenario and compose individual workflows into a collaborative business process. Preuner and Schrefl [34] investigated the generation of collaborative business processes from the perspective of service composition, where services were modeled as complex processes. Their approach distinguished the observable and invocable activities and thereby improved the interoperability granularity in collaborative business process tracking and execution.

In regard to the structural consistency during process view transformations, Liu and Shen [35] proposed an order-preserving approach for deriving a structurally consistent process view from a base process. In their approach, the generation of “virtual activities” (compound tasks) followed their proposed membership, atomicity, and order-preservation rules. Recently, Eshuis and Grefen [36] formalized the operations of task aggregation and process customization, and they also proposed a series of construction rules for validating the structural consistency.

We also established a “relative workflow” approach [29], [30], which modeled collaborative business processes from the perspective of each individual organization. Compared with other workflow/process-view approaches, our relative workflow approach looked into the diversity of organizations’ process perceptions and their purposes, such as for process interaction and tracking, and explained the perception derivation from commercial contracts. Therefore, we built up our framework for steering collaborative business processes on the foundation of our relative workflow work.
III. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS WITH MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Fig. 1 shows a collaboration scenario, where a retailer creates and updates its collaborative business process as follows: At first, the collaborative business process has only the product ordering process. By placing an order with a manufacturer, the retailer initiates the collaboration with the manufacturer, and thereafter, the manufacturer’s production process is included into the retailer’s collaborative business process. From then on, the retailer can contact the manufacturer and inquire about the execution status of the production process by referring to some identifiers, e.g., the order number. After the manufacturer arranges with a shipper for the product shipping, the shipper is involved in the collaboration. Thus, the shipper’s shipping process is included into the retailer’s collaborative business process. The retailer can also contact the shipper via the manufacturer and inquire about the shipping status. This progressive updating procedure reflects the dynamic growth of the retailer’s collaborative business process. However, the retailer may not know anything about the supplying process, as the collaboration between the manufacturer and the supplier may be confidential to the retailer.

For the manufacturer, it may build its collaborative business process differently. Aside from the retailer’s product ordering process and the supplier’s supplying process, the manufacturer can also include the shipper’s shipping process after ordering supplies from the supplier. Similarly, the shipper and the supplier may create their own collaborative business processes, respectively.

From the aforementioned discussion, we can summarize the following features of dynamic collaboration:

1) For the same collaboration, different organizations may build different collaborative business processes. Thus, the tracking should be varied, too.

2) The structure of a collaborative business process may expand on the fly according to the organization’s dynamic process perception.

3) An organization may track the execution status of some business processes, which are included in its collaborative business process while actually belonging to partner organizations. Such tracking is conducted through the inquiry/reply communication between the host organization and the partner organization.

These features indicate that the modeling and tracking of collaborative business processes are organization-dependent and structurally dynamic. However, due to the limitations of the public-view nature, these features cannot be fully supported by traditional process approaches [37]–[41]. Aiming to tackle these issues, this paper proposes a novel framework for collaborative business process modeling and tracking. This framework inherits the process visibility control mechanism from our relative workflow model [29] and extends it with dynamic modeling and tracking supports. The research reported in this paper is based on a preliminary version of our workflow tracking work [42], with significant improvement and extension on model formalization, system design, and analysis.

IV. FRAMEWORK FOR STEERING DYNAMIC COLLABORATIONS

A. Assumptions and Objectives

Our view is that different organizations may see different pictures of the same collaborative business process and may need to know and be only allowed to know certain details of the collaboration. With this belief, we have proposed our relative workflow model in [29]. This model treats a collaborative business process as an aggregation of several business processes belonging to different organizations plus the interactions between these processes.

Based on this model, our framework aims to support the dynamic collaboration with the following conditions:

1) Peer-to-peer collaboration. This allows organizations to find and choose collaboration partners by themselves rather than through brokers, thus supporting collaboration flexibility.

2) Process perception transitivity. This enables organizations to perceive the processes of partners and even partners of partners under the restriction of privacy protection.

3) Process tracking across organizational boundaries. With the process perception transitivity, organizations can check the execution progress of their own processes and their perceived processes from partners.

To support the steering of dynamic collaborations with the aforementioned conditions, we detail the objectives of our framework as follows:

1) emphasize the autonomy of participating organizations in the peer-to-peer collaboration and support organizations to join or leave the collaboration in a flexible manner;

2) devise a visibility control mechanism to restrict the process perceptions of different organizations and thereby protect the information privacy;
3) support the process perception of nonneighboring processes to broaden the collaborative business process tracking;
4) provide related operations to generate and track collaborative business processes;
5) formalize the related notions and operations to consolidate the proposed framework.

The following sections present the framework in detail.

B. Extended Relative Workflow Model

In the relative workflow model, a participating organization can wrap its local processes into a series of perceivable processes for different partner organizations, according to the visibility constraints defined in the corresponding perceptions. A relative process is generated by linking an organization’s local processes with the perceivable processes of its partner organizations. Different from public-view approaches, a relative process restricts an organization’s interactions within the scope of its local processes and perceivable processes of partner organizations to prevent excessive information disclosure.

By creating a relative process for each partner organization, a macroview business collaboration process can be distributed into several interactions among neighboring organizations, where each participating organization acts as an autonomous entity with the total control of its local processes. Some key definitions are given next.

**Definition 1—Local Process:** A local process \(lp\) represents the structure of a workflow process. \(lp\) can be defined as a directed graph \((T, R)\), where \(T\) is the set of nodes (representing tasks) and \(R \subseteq T \times T\) is the set of arcs (representing the execution sequence between tasks).

**Definition 2—Organization:** An organization \(g\) is the host of a set of local processes \(\{lp^1, lp^2, \ldots, lp^m\}\). An individual local process \(lp^i\) of \(g\) is denoted as \(g.lp^i\), \(1 \leq i \leq m\), where \(m\) is the number of \(g\)’s local processes.

According to the two most important behaviors in the context of collaborative business processes, i.e., process interaction and process tracking, we define the following three values for the visibility of tasks as listed in Table I.

**Definition 3—Visibility Constraint:** Visibility constraints specify the visibility values of the tasks belonging to a local process. A visibility constraint \(vc\) is defined as tuple \((t, v)\), where \(t\) denotes a task and \(v \in \{\text{Invisible}, \text{Trackable}, \text{Contactable}\}\). A set of visibility constraints \(\mathcal{VC}\) defined on a business process \(lp\) is represented as set \(\{vc : (t, v)|\forall t(t \in lp.T)\}\).

**Example 1:** Based on the aforementioned motivating example, a set of visibility constraints is given as follows:

\[
\mathcal{VC} = \{('\text{Collect Order}', \text{Contactable}), ('\text{Plan Production}', \text{Invisible}), ('\text{Make Goods}', \text{Trackable}), ('\text{Schedule Delivery}', \text{Trackable}), ('\text{Confirm Delivery}', \text{Contactable}), ('\text{Invoice Retailer}', \text{Contactable})\}.
\]

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visibility Value</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>A task is said invisible to an external organisation, if it is hidden from that organisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trackable</td>
<td>A task is said trackable to an external organisation, if that organisation is allowed to trace the execution status of the task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contactable</td>
<td>A task is said contactable to an external organisation, if the task is trackable to that organisation and the task is also allowed to send/receive messages to/from that organisation for the purpose of business collaboration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the high diversity of business collaborations, these three values may hardly cover all visibility scenarios. In this paper, we use these three values to create a fundamental visibility control mechanism, and this visibility value table is open for future extension.

This set is defined on the manufacturer’s ‘Production’ process from the retailer’s view.

**Definition 4—Perception:** A perception \(p^i_{g_0}lp\) contains the visibility constraints and message descriptions that are defined for local process \(g_0.lp\) from another organization \(g_0\). Perception \(p^i_{g_0}lp\) can be defined as tuple \((\mathcal{VC}, \mathcal{MD}, f)\), where the following are defined.

1) \(\mathcal{VC}\) is set of visibility constraints defined on \(g_1.lp\).
2) \(\mathcal{MD} \subseteq M \times \{\text{in}, \text{out}\}\) is set of the message descriptions that contains the messages and the passing directions, where \(M\) is the set of messages.
3) \(f : \mathcal{MD} \rightarrow g_1.lp_{g_0}.T\) is mapping from \(\mathcal{MD}\) to \(g_1.lp_{g_0}.T\), where \(g_1.lp_{g_0}\) is the perceivable process of \(g_1.lp\) from \(g_0\). Here, a perceivable process represents the perceivable form of a local process for a partner organization. The generation of \(g_1.lp_{g_0}\) from \(g_1.lp\) will be discussed in the next section.

**Example 2:** Based on the aforementioned motivating example, the perception of the manufacturer’s ‘Production’ (tm) process from the retailer is given as follows:

\[
\text{p}_{\text{Retailer}}^{\text{Manufacture,productionProcess}} = (\mathcal{VC}, \{('\text{Order of Products}', \text{in}), ('\text{Confirmation of Delivery Date}', \text{out}), ('\text{Invoice}', \text{out})\},
\{('\text{Order of Products}', \text{in}) \rightarrow '\text{Collect Order}',
('\text{Confirmation of Delivery Date}', \text{out}) \rightarrow '\text{Confirm Delivery}',
('\text{Invoice}', \text{out}) \rightarrow '\text{Invoice Retailer}'\})
\]

where \(\mathcal{VC}\) is defined in Example 1.

**Definition 5—Relative Process:** A relative process denotes an organization \(g_0\)’s view of a business collaboration, which includes \(g_0\)’s local process(es) and the involved perceivable process(es) of \(g_0\)’s partners. The structure of relative process \(rp\)
perceivable from organization \( g_0 \) is defined as a directed graph \((\mathcal{T}, \mathcal{R})\), where the following are described.

1) \( \mathcal{T} \) is the set of the tasks perceivable from \( g_0 \), which includes the following two unions:
   a) \( \bigcup_{k} g_0.\mathcal{L}^k.\mathcal{T} \), the union of the task sets of all \( g_0.\mathcal{L}^k \) \((1 \leq k \leq m_0\), and \( m_0 \) is the number of \( g_0 \)'s involved local processes);
   b) \( \bigcup_{i,j} g_i.\mathcal{L}^j_{g_0}.\mathcal{T} \), the union of the task sets of perceivable processes of all \( g_i.\mathcal{L}^j \) from \( g_0 \) \((1 \leq i \leq n \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq m_i\), while \( n \) is the number of \( g_0 \)'s partner organizations and \( m_i \) is the number of \( g_i \)'s involved perceivable processes for \( g_0 \).

2) \( \mathcal{R} \) is the set of arcs perceivable from \( g_0 \), which is a union of the following four parts, where \( i, j, \) and \( k \) are defined the same as in \( \mathcal{T} \):
   a) \( \bigcup_{k} g_0.\mathcal{L}^k.\mathcal{R} \), the union of the arc sets of all \( g_0.\mathcal{L}^k \);
   b) \( \bigcup_{i,j} g_i.\mathcal{L}^j_{g_0}.\mathcal{R} \), the union of the arc sets of perceivable processes of all \( g_i.\mathcal{L}^j \) from \( g_0 \);
   c) \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{intra}} \), the set of the intraorganizational messaging links that connect tasks belonging to different local processes, which is defined in \( \bigcup_{i,j,k} (g_0.\mathcal{L}^k.\mathcal{T} \times g_0.\mathcal{L}^j_{g_0}.\mathcal{T}) \), where \( i \neq j \);
   d) \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{inter}} \), the set of interorganizational messaging links that connect tasks belonging to a local and a perceivable process, which is defined in \( \bigcup_{i,j,k} (g_0.\mathcal{L}^k.\mathcal{T} \times g_i.\mathcal{L}^j_{g_0}.\mathcal{T} \cup g_i.\mathcal{L}^j_{g_0}.\mathcal{T} \times g_0.\mathcal{L}^k).\mathcal{T}) \).

Besides the involved local processes, a relative process can only contain the perceivable processes that have messaging links with the host organization’s local processes(es), i.e., the perceivable processes with “contactable” tasks to the host organization. To support interorganizational process tracking, we extend the relative workflow model to cover proper trackable perceivable processes of nonneighboring organizations. To help determine whether a business process is trackable, we first give two important definitions.

**Definition 6—Visible Messaging Link:** A messaging link \( l \) connecting two perceivable processes is said visible to organization \( g \) if and only if the two tasks connected by \( l \) are both visible (contactable or trackable) to \( g \).

**Definition 7—Reachability:** For organization \( g \)'s relative process \( rp \), a perceivable process \( pp \) is said reachable if \( pp \) has at least one visible messaging link connecting a visible (contactable or trackable) task of \( rp \) and a visible task of \( pp \).

Via visible messaging links, an organization may extend its relative process by including the perceivable processes of nonneighboring organizations. Formally, we define such an extended relative process as a collaborative business process.

**Definition 8—Collaborative Business Process:** A collaborative business process \( cbp \) for organization \( g \)'s relative process \( rp \) represents \( g \)'s view for the business collaboration in which \( rp \) is involved. The structure of \( cbp \) can be defined as a directed graph in the form of tuple \((\mathcal{T}, \mathcal{R})\), where the following are described.

1) Task set \( \mathcal{T} \) includes the following:
   a) \( rp.\mathcal{T} \), the tasks of relative process \( rp \);
   b) \( \bigcup_{i,j} g_i.\mathcal{L}^j_{g_0}.\mathcal{T} \), the union of the task sets of perceivable processes of all \( g_i.\mathcal{L}^j \) from \( cbp \) \((0 \leq i \leq n \) and \( 0 \leq j \leq m_i\), while \( n \) is the number of \( g \)'s nonneighboring organizations and \( m_i \) is the number of \( g_i \)'s perceivable processes reachable from \( cbp \).\)

2) Arc set \( \mathcal{R} \) includes the following:
   a) \( rp.\mathcal{R} \), the arcs of relative process \( rp \);
   b) \( \bigcup_{i,j} g_i.\mathcal{L}^j_{g_0}.\mathcal{L} \), the union of the arc sets of perceivable processes of all \( g_i.\mathcal{L}^j \) from \( cbp \);
   c) \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{per}} = \bigcup_{i,j,k,m} g_i.\mathcal{L}^j_{g_0}.\mathcal{T} \times g_k.\mathcal{L}^m_{g_0}.\mathcal{T} \), the union of the visible messaging links connecting the perceivable processes in \( cbp \), where \( v\in \mathcal{L}_{\text{per}} \), \( l \) is visible from \( g \) \((0 \leq i, k \leq u, 0 \leq j, \) and \( m \leq v_i, \) while \( u \) is the number of \( g \)'s partners (neighboring and nonneighboring) and \( v_i \) is the number of \( g_i \)'s reachable perceivable processes in \( cbp \).

From the definition, we can see that a collaborative business process is defined in a recursive manner to capture the run-time dynamics.

Fig. 2 shows the relationship between these notions, where the white and shadowed boxes represent the local and foreign parts of a collaborative business process, respectively.

For each partner organization, the host organization creates a perception to define the visibility constraints and message descriptions for a local process. By hiding “invisible” tasks defined in the perception, an organization can wrap a local process into a perceivable process. By matching the message descriptions defined in proper perceptions, the organization can connect its local processes and the perceivable processes from its partners. These interconnected processes construct the main skeleton of a relative process. Based on such a relative process, a collaborative business process can be derived by including the reachable processes via visible messaging links.

As an organization may set various visibility constraints for different partners, the relative processes generated by different
partners could be different, too. This feature reflects the characteristics of relativity. Once the perceivable processes are published, an organization can choose and assemble proper perceivable and local processes into a relative process. This feature reflects the characteristics of autonomy in the collaboration. A collaborative business process can be extended by including reachable processes as the collaboration proceeds. This feature caters for the collaboration flexibility and scalability.

C. Operational Mechanism

This extended relative workflow model particularly fits into the peer-to-peer collaboration. Two typical peer-to-peer collaboration examples are virtual organization alliance and business ecosystem. In such collaboration scheme, the partnership is usually decided by means of price matching, bidding, or auctions, and it may terminate as soon as the trading accomplishes. Different from traditional collaborations, organizations in peer-to-peer collaboration mainly follow an open contracting mechanism. In this mechanism, the host organization, for example, $g_1$, as shown in Fig. 3, first lists the basic supply/demand requirements in a virtual contract. With this virtual contract, $g_1$ can derive the corresponding perception(s) and generate the perceivable process(es) for its involved local process(es). These perceivable processes are then published for advertisement. Interested organizations, for example, $g_2$, may check $g_1$’s published perceivable processes before determining the collaboration. Once the collaboration is determined, $g_2$ can negotiate with $g_1$ and sign up a concrete contract.

From the concrete contract, $g_1$ and $g_2$ will derive the perceptions for their participated local processes, respectively. For the details of this derivation, please refer to our previous work [29]. Thereafter, $g_1$ and $g_2$ will create corresponding perceivable processes and pass them to each other. Upon receiving these perceivable processes from $g_2$, $g_1$ can connect them with its own local process and create the relative process for the collaboration. Similarly, $g_2$ can generate its own relative process.

As $g_2$ may collaborate with other organizations at the same time, $g_2$’s relative process may include the perceivable processes from other organizations. Under the visibility constraints of the perceptions by $g_2$ and other organizations, if some perceivable processes are reachable from $g_1$’s relative process, they will be appended into $g_1$’s relative process. By continuously appending the found reachable processes, $g_1$ can generate its collaborative business process.

D. Running Examples

This section is to further illustrate the mentioned concepts and operations with the motivating example discussed
in Section III. First, we suppose that the involved perceptions use the following visibility constraints in this collaboration scenario:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Manufacturer.\text{productionProcess}}_{\text{VC}} & = \{('Collect \ Order', \ Contactable), \ ('Plan \ Production', \ Invisible), \ ('Make \ Goods', \ Trackable), \ ('Schedule \ Delivery', \ Trackable), \ ('Confirm \ Delivery', \ Contactable), \ ('Invoice \ Retailer', \ Contactable)\} , \\
\text{Retailer.\text{ProductOdering}}_{\text{VC}} & = \{('raise \ order', \ Invisible), \ ('place \ order \ with \ manufacturer', \ Contactable), \ ('invoice \ customer', \ Contactable), \ ('pay \ invoice', \ Contactable)\} , \\
\text{Shipper.\text{Shipping}}_{\text{VC}} & = \{('collect \ order', \ Contactable), \ ('preparation', \ Invisible), \ ('delivery', \ Trackable), \ ('confirm \ delivery', \ Contactable)\} , \\
\text{Retailer.\text{Shipping}}_{\text{VC}} & = \{('collect \ order', \ Invisible), \ ('preparation', \ Trackable), \ ('delivery', \ Trackable), \ ('confirm \ delivery', \ Trackable)\} , \\
\text{Supplier.\text{Supplying}}_{\text{VC}} & = \{('collect \ order', \ Contactable), \ ('preparation', \ Invisible), \ ('delivery', \ Contactable)\} .
\end{align*}
\]

These visibility constraints restrict that each organization can only see a partial view of the collaborative business process. Since the retailer and the supplier have no partner relationship in the collaborative business process, they do not define any perception for each other. This section will take the retailer and the manufacturer as examples to show how organizations generate relative processes and collaborative business processes, respectively.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the partial views upon the whole collaborative business process from the perspectives of the retailer and the manufacturer, respectively. For simplicity, Fig. 4 rename the organizations, processes, and tasks with letters and numbers.

According to the visibility constraints defined in \(\text{Manufacturer.\text{productionProcess}}_{\text{VC}}\) and \(\text{Retailer.\text{ProductOdering}}_{\text{VC}}\), we can see that task \(b_2\) is set invisible to the retailer by the manufacturer. Therefore, task \(b_2\) will be composed into task \(b_1\), when generating the perceivable production process for the retailer.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), this perceivable process can be connected to organization \(A\)'s process \(a\), and thereby, \(A\) can generate a relative process. In Fig. 4(a), the shadowed part denotes the perceivable process and the task circled with a dotted line denotes an invisible task. The technical details of the mentioned composition operation and connection operation will be presented in Section V.

At the site of the manufacturer, the retailer can compose its local process into a perceivable process, as shown in the left part of Fig. 4(b), according to perception \(\text{Retailer.\text{ProductOdering}}_{\text{VC}}\). The whole part of Fig. 4(b) shows the manufacturer's relative process at this stage.

Although the shipper has no direct interactions with the retailer, it still sets up the visibility constraints for the retailer in perception \(\text{Retailer.\text{Shipping}}_{\text{VC}}\). This perception enables the reachability of the shipping process from the retailer, and therefore, the retailer can append the shipping process into its collaborative business process. This reachability is also subject to perceptions \(\text{Retailer.\text{Shipping}}_{\text{VC}}\) and \(\text{Manufacturer.\text{productionProcess}}_{\text{VC}}\).

To determine the reachability, we first need to check whether any visible messaging link exists between processes \(b\) and \(c\) from organization \(A\) in Fig. 4(c). For messaging link \(l_{bc1}\), since task \(c_1\) is set invisible to \(A\) in \(\text{Retailer.\text{Shipping}}_{\text{VC}}\), \(l_{bc1}\) is invisible to \(A\) according to Definition 6. For \(l_{bc2}\), it is a visible messaging link from \(A\), and process \(c\) is therefore reachable from \(A\). After appending the perceivable process \(c\) and the visible messaging link in Section V.
link \( l_{bc2} \) to its relative process, organization \( A \)'s relative process evolves into the collaborative business process, as shown in Fig. 4(d), according to Definition 8.

As the collaboration proceeds, more organizations and processes may join in, and organization \( A \)'s collaborative business process may grow accordingly. To support such dynamic expansion, the collaborative business process generation runs by continuously detecting reachable processes and propagating the detection procedure. The details of this appending operation and the algorithm of generating collaborative business processes will be presented in Section V.

At the site of the manufacturer, it can include the perceivable shipping and supplying processes, according to perceptions \( p_{\text{Shipper.Shipping}} \) and \( p_{\text{Supplier.Supplying}} \), as shown in Fig. 4(e). Fig. 4(f) shows the final relative process of the manufacturer, where it has no reachable processes.

From this example, we can see that the visibility control mechanism prevents the privacy disclosure. Once a task is set invisible to an organization, the task can never be disclosed to that organization. An organization can only see what they are allowed to see. Even with the process visibility transitivity, organizations cannot obtain excessive process information through intermediate organizations. These features guarantee the privacy protection during collaborations.

E. Instance Correspondence in Collaborative Business Process Tracking

At the instance level, the tracking over a collaborative business process relies a lot on instance correspondence. This issue results from the phenomenon that multiple instances of the same business process may exist in the same collaboration. Therefore, an instance of a collaborative business process \( p \) may contain several instances of \( p_1 \), several instances of \( p_2 \), etc., where \( p_1, p_2, \ldots \) are \( p \)'s constituent processes. Each instance of \( p_1 \) may interact with none, one, or multiple instances of \( p_2 \), which results in a complex correspondence relation. For this issue, how to keep the process cardinality and the correspondence between these involved instances at run time is the key problem. More details on instance correspondence can be found in our previous work on the correspondence Petri net [43].

To record the instance correspondence in a collaborative business process, we designed a data structure as shown in Fig. 5. This data structure consists of several lists, each of which stores the instances of a constituent process of the collaborative business process. Each element on the list records the execution status of a task belonging to a process instance. The links between the elements of different lists represent the correlation between these process instances. The algorithms for generating and tracking a collaborative business process will be given in Section V.

V. METHODOLOGY FORMALIZATION

A. Representation Matrices

To precisely describe the structure of a business process, we define the following matrices.

**Definition 9—Self-Adjacency Matrix:** A self-adjacency matrix represents the structure of either a local, perceivable, or collaborative business process. For an \( n \)-task business process \( p \) of organization \( g \), it can be represented as an \( n \times n \) self-adjacency matrix \( D^p_g = [d_{ij}] \)

\[
d_{ij} = \begin{cases} \ r, & \text{if there exists arc } r \text{ linking task } t_i \text{ and task } t_j; \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}
\]

Each element of a self-adjacency matrix denotes an arc between tasks, such as \( r_{a1} \) and \( r_{b2} \) in Fig. 1. An arc connecting tasks \( t_i \) and \( t_j \) is put in \( d_{ij} \), not \( d_{ji} \), where \( i < j \). Thus, \( D^p_g \) is always an upper triangular matrix. According to the relative workflow model, a self-adjacency matrix can represent a local, perceivable, or relative process.

**Definition 10—Transformation Matrix:** A transformation matrix represents the procedure of creating a perceivable process by hiding the invisible tasks. For composing a local process \( p \) into a perceivable process for organization \( g \), this procedure can be represented as an \( n \times n \) triangular 0–1 matrix \( T^p_g = [t_{ij}] \), where

\[
t_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if task } t_j \text{ is composed into task } t_i (j \neq i) \\ 0, & \text{or not composed} (j = i) \end{cases}
\]

This matrix can be directly derived from the visibility constraints defined in the corresponding perception, following the task composition algorithm discussed in [29]. Note that each column has only one element with value “1,” which indicates that each task can be composed only once at most.

**Definition 11—Boundary Adjacency Matrix:** A boundary adjacency matrix represents the messaging links between two business processes. From the perspective of organization \( g \), the messaging links between processes \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) can be represented as an \( n \times m \) matrix \( B^p_{12} = [b_{ij}] \), where

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{n} & \quad \text{number of } p_1 \text{'s tasks;} \\
\text{m} & \quad \text{number of } p_2 \text{'s tasks;} \\
b_{ij} & \quad 1 \text{ if there exists a messaging link } l \text{ connecting } p_1.t_i \text{ and } p_2.t_j; \text{ otherwise, } b_{ij} = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

For a collaborative business process, it can be represented by a composite self-adjacency matrix. For example, suppose organization \( A \) has a collaborative business process containing
three processes $a$, $b$, and $c$. This collaborative business process can be represented as

$$D_{A}^{a[b|c]} = \begin{pmatrix}
D_A^a & B_A^{a|b} & B_A^{a|c} \\
0 & D_A^b & B_A^{b|c} \\
0 & 0 & D_A^c
\end{pmatrix}$$

which contains proper self-adjacency matrices and boundary adjacency matrices inside.

B. Matrix Operations

To facilitate the generation and tracking of collaborative business processes, we define the following matrix operations.

- Composition Operation: In a transformation matrix, each element with value “1” at a nondiagonal position $(i, j)$ stands for a procedure of composing task $t_j$ into task $t_i$. The composition is subject to the following rules.
  1) A link connecting $t_j$ and $t_k$ ($k \neq i$) should be changed to connect $t_i$ and $t_k$.
  2) A link connecting $t_i$ and $t_j$ should be discarded.
  3) A link connecting $t_i$ and $t_k$ ($k \neq j$) should remain.

The first rule corresponds to a modification operation over the elements of the self-adjacency matrix for the business process. In this modification, the elements on row $j$ will be added to the corresponding elements on row $i$, and afterward, all the elements on row $j$ will be set zero. In our framework, this modification operation can be formalized as matrix multiplication between the transformation and self-adjacency matrices.

With respect to the second rule, we need to check whether there exists a link connecting $t_i$ and $t_j$, i.e., whether, in the corresponding transformation matrix, there exists a row that has a value “1” at both columns $i$ and $j$. Here, we represent this checking as Boolean expression $f_{row}(i) \neq f_{row}(j)$, where $f_{row}(x)$ defines a function that returns the row where column $x$ has value “1.”

The third rule identifies the case that needs no action. In this case, we see that the composing tasks all have value “1” on the diagonal line of the transformation matrix, whereby they take no effect in the matrix multiplication.

Considering all these three rules, we formalize the operation that organization $g_1$ composes process $p$ for organization $g_2$ as $D_{g_2}^{p|g_1} = f_{\text{reshape}}(T_{g_2}^{p|g_1} \otimes D_{g_1}^{p|g_1})$, where the following are defined.

1) Operator $\otimes$ is defined as

$$T_{n\times n} \otimes D_{n\times n} = \left| f_{\text{row}}(i) \neq f_{\text{row}}(j) \right| \cdot \sum_{x=1}^{n} t_{ix} \cdot d_{xj} \right|_{n\times n}$$

2) Function $f_{\text{reshape}}$ is used to adjust the result matrix into an upper triangular form. For input matrix $M_{n\times n}$, $f_{\text{reshape}}$ is defined as

$$f_{\text{reshape}}(M_{n\times n}) = M_{n\times n}^c \left|_{m_{ij}} \right.$$

where

$$m_{ij} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
m_{ij} + m_{ji}, & i < j \\
0, & \text{otherwise} \end{array} \right.$$

- Connection Operation: Suppose organization $g_3$ has a relative process comprising its local process $p_3$ and perceivable process $p_2$ from its neighboring organization $g_2$. From $g_3$‘s perspective, when process $p_1$ of its nonneighboring organization $g_1$ is connected to $p_2$, $g_3$‘s knowledge about the visible messaging links between $p_1$ and $p_2$ is subject to perceptions $p_{g_1}^{1|g_2}$ and $p_{g_2}^{2|g_2}$. In the matrix context, we define the operation of connecting $g_1$. $p_1$ and $g_2$. $p_2$ for $g_3$ as $B_{g_3}^{g_1\cdot p_1|g_2\cdot p_2} = (f_{\text{diag}}(T_{g_3}^{2\cdot p_2}) \cdot (f_{\text{diag}}(T_{g_3}^{1\cdot p_1}) \cdot B_{g_3}^{g_1\cdot p_1|g_2\cdot p_2})^T)$, where the following are defined.

1) $B_{g_3}^{g_1\cdot p_1|g_2\cdot p_2}$ is the result boundary adjacency matrix that represents the visible messaging links between $g_1$. $p_1$ and $g_2$. $p_2$ from $g_3$‘s perspective.

2) $T_{g_3}^{2\cdot p_2}$ and $T_{g_3}^{1\cdot p_1}$ are the transformation matrices for perceptions $p_{g_1}^{1|g_2}$ and $p_{g_2}^{2|g_2}$, respectively.

3) $B_{g_3}^{g_1\cdot p_1|g_2\cdot p_2}$ is the boundary adjacency matrix that represents the visible messaging links between $g_1$. $p_1$ and $g_2$. $p_2$ from $g_3$‘s perspective.

4) Function $f_{\text{diag}}$ is used to diagonalize a transformation matrix $T$ into a diagonal matrix $T^0$. Function $f_{\text{diag}}$ is defined as

$$f_{\text{diag}}(T_{n\times n}) = T_{n\times n}^0, \quad t_{ij}^0 = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
1, & \text{if } t_{ij} = 1 \text{ and } i = j \\
0, & \text{otherwise} \end{array} \right.$$
of collaborative business processes. Technically, this can be interpreted as follows: No arcs connect invisible tasks, and all invisible arcs are hidden in the result process of the composition operation; no messaging links connect invisible tasks, and all invisible messaging links are hidden in the result process of the connection operation.

Property 1—No Privacy Disclosure in Composition Operation:

Proof: This operation applies to transformation and self-adjacency matrices for handling the arcs between tasks. According to the definition of a transformation matrix, each invisible task \( t_i \) will be put on position \((i, i)\) on the diagonal, while for each invisible task \( t_j \), \( "1" \) will be put on position \((k, j)\), where task \( t_k \) is visible \((i, j, k)\) denote the sequence of numbers of tasks of a process). The condition \( f_{\text{row}}(i) \neq f_{\text{row}}(j) \) of operator \( \otimes \) in composition operation indicates the removal of self-linking arcs, because in the business process context, such a self-linking arc, i.e., an arc links a task to the task itself, is redundant. (Note that we assume that a meaningful loop must contain at least two tasks, one of which is particularly used for deciding the loop exit condition.)

For the matrix multiplication of the composition operation, we discuss the arc handling in the following five cases.

1) An arc links two visible tasks. This arc will remain, which is guaranteed by the "1's" on diagonal positions of the transformation matrix.

2) An arc links a visible task \( t_x \) to an invisible one \( t_y \). If \( t_y \) is to be composed into \( t_x \), this arc will be treated as a self-linking arc and then removed in the end. This is because the transformation matrix must have "1's" on positions \((x, y)\) and \((x, x)\), which sets condition \( f_{\text{row}}(x) \neq f_{\text{row}}(y) \) false. If \( t_y \) is to be composed into \( t_x \) instead of \( t_x \), this arc will remain but will be redirected to link \( t_x \) to \( t_y \), as the "1" on position \((z, y)\) will enforce this redirection during the matrix multiplication.

3) An arc links an invisible task \( t_y \) to a visible one \( t_x \). This is similar to case 2).

4) An arc links two invisible tasks \( t_x \) and \( t_y \), both of which will be composed into the same visible task \( t_z \). In this case, the arc is treated as a self-linking one and will be removed, since the transformation matrix must have "1's" on positions \((z, x)\) and \((z, y)\), as discussed in the first part of case 2).

5) An arc links two invisible tasks \( t_x \) and \( t_y \), which will be composed into different visible tasks \( t_p \) and \( t_q \), respectively. This arc will remain and be directed to link \( t_p \) to \( t_q \), as discussed in the second part of case 2).

From the aforementioned discussion, we can see that, in all cases, no arcs will connect with any hidden tasks, and only self-linking arcs will be removed in the composition operation. These findings prove the privacy protection of the composition operation.

Property 2—No Privacy Disclosure in Connection Operation:

Proof: Basically, the connection operation handles the messaging links that are defined in a boundary adjacency matrix through two matrix multiplications with different transformation matrices. Since a boundary adjacency matrix may have different numbers of rows and columns, the intermediate and result matrices need to transpose to adapt to the matrix multiplication. The \( f_{\text{diag}} \) of connection operation only keeps the "1's" on the diagonal while changes "1's" on other positions to "0," for the purpose of removing all invisible tasks in messaging-link handling.

Now, let us discuss the handling of messaging links in the following cases.

1) A messaging link connects an invisible task to a visible task or connects a visible task to an invisible task. This messaging link will be hidden. Suppose this messaging link connects an invisible task \( t_j \). In the boundary adjacency matrix, this messaging link should stand on row \( j \), according to the definition of a boundary adjacency matrix. In the corresponding transformation matrix, there must be a "0" on position \((j, j)\) and a "1" on position \((i, i)\) if \( t_j \) is to be composed into visible task \( t_i \). However, after the diagonalization, the "1" on \((i, i)\) will be set to "0." In the matrix multiplication, we know that only the "1's" on column \( j \) in the transformation matrix can preserve the messaging link on row \( j \) in the boundary adjacency matrix. Yet, the transformation matrix has no "1's" on column \( j \), and therefore, the messaging link will disappear during the multiplication.

2) A messaging link connects an invisible task to another invisible task. This link will be hidden, as discussed in case 1).

3) A messaging link connects a visible task to another visible task. This messaging link will remain, since the transformation matrix will have "1's" on the diagonal positions, which can preserve the messaging link.

From the aforementioned discussion, we can see that only messaging links connecting two visible tasks will remain, while all other messaging links will be hidden. This proves the privacy protection of the connection operation.

For expansion operation, it operates with the results of the aforementioned two operations, and therefore, its privacy protection property can be guaranteed by the property of those two operations.

D. Related Algorithms

1) Generating a Collaborative Business Process: The generation of a collaborative business process is a continuous updating process. Technically, it means to append a new generated column to the underlying self-adjacency matrix once a reachable business process is detected. This new generated column consists of a new self-adjacency matrix and a series of new boundary adjacency matrices. The new self-adjacency matrix denotes the inner structure of the detected reachable business process, while the new boundary adjacency matrices denote the interaction relationships between the detected business process and the constituent business processes of the collaborative business process.

Fig. 6 shows how a collaborative business process evolves from a single self-adjacency matrix to a composite one by including other matrices. At the starting point, the collaborative
business process contains only $D^{g_1,p_1}$, which means that only $g_1,p_1$ is included. Afterward, organization $g_1$ detects that perceivable process $g_2,p_2$ is reachable from $g_1,p_1$ and then append a column containing $B^{g_1,p_1,g_2,p_2}$ and $D^{g_1,p_1}$ to the right side. Likewise, when organization $g_1$ detects that process $g_2,p_3$ is reachable from $g_1,p_1$ via $g_2,p_2$, $g_2$ may append a column containing $B^{g_1,p_1,g_2,p_2}$, $B^{g_1,g_2,p_2}$, and $D^{g_1,p_1}$. This appending process continues until no more reachable processes can be detected.

For each expansion step, the interprocess interaction relations are identified by the organization (context organization) that owns the “bridging” business processes (by which the expansion proceeds). As such, the expansion spreads as a stepwise propagation, and the context organization changes from step to step. Organization $g_1$ is called the original context organization of the generation of the collaborative business process.

Algorithm 1 details the generation procedure. First, we define some involved functions: Function relatedProc(p) returns a set of local and perceivable processes that have direct interactions with process $p$; function includedProc(cbp) returns all included business processes at that moment in collaborative business process cbp, which initially contains a self-adjacency matrix defined on a local process of the original context organization; function BAM(p, $p_2$, g) returns the boundary adjacency matrix between processes $p_1$ and $p_2$ from the view of organization $g$ using the connection operation; function SAM(p, g) returns the self-adjacency matrix of process $p$ from the view of organization $g$ using the composition operation; and function genOrg(p) returns the owner organization of process $p$.

Algorithm 1 genCBPStruc—Generation of a collaborative business process

**Input:**

*cbp*—A self-adjacency matrix for cbp;
*ctxProc*—A local process of the context organization;
*origCxtOrg*—The original context organization that starts the generation;

**Output:**

*cbp*—The expanded self-adjacency matrix.

1. detectedProcSet = relatedProc(ctxProc);
2. includedProcSet = includedProc(cbp);
3. detectedProcSet = detectedProcSet — includedProcSet;
4. appendedProcSet = $\emptyset$;
5. for each process $p_i \in$ detectedProcSet
6.    tempB = BAM(ctxProc, $p_i$, origCxtOrg);
7.    if tempB is a nonzero matrix then
8.        newColumn = NULL;
9.        for each process $p_j \in$ includedProcSet
10.       $B = BAM(p_j, p_i, origCxtOrg)$;
11.       append $B$ to newColumn.
12.    end for
13.    $D = SAM(p_i, origCxtOrg)$;
14.    append newColumn and $D$ to cbp, using expansion operation.
15.    includedProcSet = includedProcSet $\cup$ $\{p_i\}$;
16.    appendedProcSet = appendedProcSet $\cup$ $\{p_i\}$;
17.    end if
18. end for
19. for each process $p_i \in$ appendedProcSet
20.    targetOrg = genOrg($p_i$);
21.    cbp = targetOrg, genCBPStruc(cbp, $p_i$, origCxtOrg);
22. end for
23. return cbp;

The generation process starts from a local process of the original context organization and then spreads to all reachable business processes of the involved organizations by recursively invoking this algorithm. When this generation process comes to an organization, this organization becomes the context organization of this algorithm. Technically, lines 1–3 detect the business process. Lines 4–18 expand the collaborative business process, where line 10 generates related boundary adjacency matrices of the new column and line 13 generates the self-adjacency matrix of the new column. Lines 19–22 propagate the detection procedure, and line 23 returns the expanded collaborative business process.

**Tracking a Collaborative Business Process:** Tracking a collaborative business process works like traversing a graph, whereby the related business process instances represent the nodes of the graph and their messaging links represent the arcs. The correlation between two process instances is determined when the visible messaging link is activated for the first time.

Algorithm 2 details the procedure for tracking a collaborative business process instance. First, we define some involved functions. Function addInstance($p$, $i$) inserts instance $i$ to the list of processes $p$ in the tracking data structure given in Section 4-E. Function addLink($i_1$, $i_2$) creates a link between instances $i_1$ and $i_2$ in the tracking data structure. Function linkedInstances($i$, cbp) returns the instances linked to instance $i$ in the tracking data structure according to collaborative business process cbp. Function relatedBAMs($p$, cbp) returns the set of boundary self-adjacency matrices related to process $p$ defined in cbp. Function partnerProc($B$, $p$) returns the partner process of $p$ defined in boundary self-adjacency matrix $B$. Function genOrg($p$) returns the organization of process $p$. Function genProc($i$) returns the process of instance $i$. 

---

Fig. 6. Evolvement of a collaborative business process.
Algorithm 2 trackProc—Tracking Process

Input:
Cbp—The matrix for the collaborative business process to track;
origInstance—An instance of the original context organization’s initial local process defined in cbp;

DS—The tracking data structure;

Output:
DS—The updated tracking data structure.

1. \text{trackInstanceSet} = \emptyset;
2. \text{stacks} = \text{newstack}();
3. \text{s.push}\text{(origInstance)};
4. \text{while}\text{is not empty do}
5. \text{extInstance} = \text{s.pop}();
6. \text{foundInstanceSet} = \text{linkedInstances}(\text{extInstance}, \text{cbp}) \text{−} \text{trackInstanceSet};
7. \text{for each} \ i \in \text{foundInstanceSet}
8. \text{s.push}(i);
9. \text{cxtProc} = \text{genProc}(\text{extInstance});
10. \text{BAMset} = \text{relatedBAMs}(\text{cxtProc}, \text{cbp});
11. \text{for each} \ \text{link} \ l \text{of each boundary adjacency matrix} \ \text{B} \in \text{BAMset}
12. \text{partnP roc} = \text{partnerProc}(B, \text{cxtProc});
13. \text{partnOrg} = \text{genOrg}(\text{partnP roc});
14. \text{if} \ \text{extInstance}.l \ \text{is newly fired then}
15. \text{newInstanceSet} = \emptyset;
16. \text{Ask partnOrg to check any new participating instances of partnP roc and set the instances to new\text{InstanceSet}.}
17. \text{newInstanceSet} = \text{newInstanceSet} \text{−} \text{trackInstanceSet};
18. \text{//filter the previous discovered instances*}
19. \text{for each} \ i \in \text{newInstanceSet}
20. \text{addInstance}(\text{partnP roc}, i);
21. \text{addLink}((\text{extInstance}, i));
22. \text{//update the tracking data structure*}
23. \text{s.push}(i);
24. \text{//add the newly discovered instance to the stack*}
25. \text{end if}
26. \text{end for}
27. \text{trackInstanceSet} = \text{trackInstanceSet} \cup \{\text{extInstance}\};
28. \text{end for}
29. \text{end while}
30. \text{for each} \ \text{instance} \ i \in \text{trackInstanceSet}
31. \text{p} = \text{genProc}(i);
32. \text{targetOrg} = \text{genOrg}(p);
33. \text{Inquire targetOrg for the execution status of} \ i \ \text{and then update the status of} \ i \ \text{in DS}.
34. \text{end for}

This algorithm starts from a local process instance of the original context organization. Following the corresponding collaborative business process, this algorithm searches along visible messaging links and propagates the execution status queries to all reachable business process instances. The corresponding collaborative business process records the interaction relationship between the processes of these reachable business process instances. When an interorganizational interaction occurs, the algorithm will check whether any new business process instances join the business collaboration. If so, these business process instances will be added to the tracking data structure. Technically, lines 4–29 discover the participating business process instances, where lines 11–26 search related instances by following each visible messaging link. Lines 30–34 update the execution status of participating business process instances.

VI. System Implementation

Web services are now becoming a popular platform for enterprise software development [44]–[46]. To prove the feasibility and applicability of the presented framework, we have developed a prototype based on Sun Microsystem’s Java Web Service Application Programming Interfaces (API) stack. This API stack comprises Java API for XML Web Services [47], Java Architecture for XML Binding 2.0 [48], and SOAP with Attachments API for Java 1.3 [49]. The core part of the prototype is the process steering component, which interacts with the workflow engine and partner organizations for modeling and tracking collaborative business processes. Fig. 7 shows the architecture of the process steering component.

The process steering component handles both local and collaborative business processes. Particularly, components perceivable process locator and collaborative business process assembler are responsible for modeling and updating collaborative business processes, while components monitoring manager and status assembler are employed to propagate status inquiries to partner organizations and derive the execution progress of collaborative business process instances. In addition, this monitoring manager also handles partner organizations’ inquiries by reporting the execution status of requested local process instances with the help of a local process locator and a local monitor.

The major components of process steering service are listed next.

1) The perceivable process locator searches for reachable perceivable processes for modeling collaborative business processes.
2) The collaborative business process assembler drives the generation and updating of collaborative business processes. It is responsible for appending the perceivable processes found by the perceivable process locator to proper collaborative business processes. Algorithm 1 details this appending procedure.
3) The monitoring manager propagates status inquiries to partner organizations and asks the status assembler to incorporate the retrieved status information to the process instances stored in the collaborative business process instance database. Algorithm 2 details this tracking procedure. On the other hand, when receiving the status inquiries from partner organizations, the monitoring manager calls the local process locator to map the requested
perceivable process instance to the corresponding local process instance. After that, the monitoring manager commands the local monitor to check the execution status of this local process instance and finally returns the status information back.

4) The local process locator searches the local process database for the local processes that are specified by the status inquiry from partner organizations. After that, the found local processes will be sent to the monitoring manager.

5) The local monitor is responsible for monitoring the execution of local process instances.

6) The status assembler is particularly used to incorporate the retrieved execution status into the status of collaborative business process instances.

See [50] for more details about the system architecture.

VII. DISCUSSION

The proposed framework dealt with the issues of flexibility, privacy protection, and scalability in modeling and tracking dynamic collaborative business processes. Technically, this framework employed the relative workflow model to support the organization-oriented modeling. The established process visibility mechanism enabled the visibility transitivity via “trackable” tasks, and thereby, an organization’s collaborative business process can go beyond neighboring organizations to cover the processes of nonneighboring organizations. Based on the matrix formalization, a set of matrix operations were developed to derive the structure of a collaborative business process on the fly. A particular data structure and corresponding algorithm were introduced to support the collaborative business process tracking, with emphasis on workflow cardinality and instance correspondence.

Compared with other collaborative business process approaches, our framework brought the following appealing features.

1) Privacy protection. The applied process visibility mechanism enables organizations to hide different process details from different partners according to actual partnerships and authority levels. Once the tasks are set invisible for a partner, they will never be released to the partner, and thereby, the privacy protection during the collaboration can be guaranteed.

2) Scalable process structure. Some approaches, like the Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL), model collaborative business processes from the perspective of a pivotal organization. Although it follows an organization-oriented observation perspective, the generated collaborative business process can only include the invocation interfaces of partner organizations’ services. This scheme restricts the host organization’s perception within its neighboring organizations. On the contrary, our framework enables the process visibility transitivity via “trackable” tasks, whereby an organization’s collaborative business process can go beyond neighboring organizations to cover the processes of non-neighboring organizations.

3) Flexible derivation. The structure of a collaborative process can be dynamically derived from related visibility perceptions. Before a new process joins the collaboration, corresponding visibility perceptions will be generated. If this new process is detected and found reachable by other organizations, it will be appended to the collaborative business processes of these organizations. Similarly, the deletion of a business process will be dynamically updated if an organization leaves the collaboration. Due to the diversity of process visibilities,
for organization $g$, only the changes to $g$’s reachable and perceivable processes will be updated to $g$’s collaborative business process, and therefore, extra updating loads can be avoided.

4) **High autonomy.** In our framework, each organization can customize the visibility constraints for its local business processes to blind off private information from partners, while it can also freely explore all the visible and reachable processes from partners to update its collaborative business process. Therefore, organizations own high autonomy for process modeling and tracking.

However, the migration to our framework may bring some tradeoffs, which can be potential limitations. Some tradeoffs and consequent limitations are summarized as follows, although they may be outweighed by many advantages offered by our approach.

1) Due to the organization-oriented observation perspective, different organizations may generate different collaborative business processes for the same collaboration. The inconsistency between these business processes inevitably results in the complex coordination between participating organizations. In the WS-BPEL environment, to handle this issue, we have extended WS-BPEL partner links with a new attribute “invokeType” to differentiate the function invocations, i.e., task execution requests from the host organization and partner organizations. For the latter, the invocations have to be redirected to actual Web service operations by mapping the perceivable process to its corresponding local process. In the developed prototype, the status assembler and local workflow locator are particularly responsible for maintaining this correspondence. For more details, please refer to [50] and [51].

2) This framework employs matrices to represent business process structures. Yet, the matrices may contain quite a few zeros, which affect the space efficiency of data storage. This problem may be erased by adopting some matrix compression techniques in our future work.

**VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

This paper has focused on business process modeling and tracking in the interorganizational collaboration scenario. A matrix-based framework has been presented and illustrated to support the modeling and tracking of dynamic collaborative business processes with developed algorithms. The modeling and tracking firmly follow the process visibility constraint and transitivity and, therefore, can guarantee the privacy protection for participating organizations. The modeling and tracking is conducted in a continuous propagating manner and thereby supports the flexibility of dynamic collaborative business processes well. A prototype system has been implemented for proof-of-concept purpose.

In the future, we are to refine the applied data structure to minimize the mentioned tradeoffs. Another direction for future development is to monitor the performance of partners, i.e., evaluate the conformity between the results achieved by each partner and the contracted tasks. The result of such performance monitoring and evaluation will be useful to guide the subsequent processes of partner search and selection.
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